Weavers Co age Access Statement
Introduc on
The co age is situated in the village of Thurlstone down a single-track lane near the town of
Penistone. The Trans Pennine trail runs behind the co age which is at and wheelchair friendly.
There is however a small hill to go up to get to the trail that is not tarmacked and a rough surface.
There are four bedrooms at the co age which are all king-size doubles or can be separated into
twin beds.
We pride ourselves on delivering a high standard and delivering friendly welcoming service to all
our guests. We want to make everyone’s stay as enjoyable as possible whatever your needs. We
aim to accurately describe our co age and its facili es to give you con dence to book.

Pre- Arrival
For any assistance at all before you arrive with us, please call us on 07921138696 or email
hello@yorkshirepremiumco ages.co.uk
The nearest train sta on to the Co age is Penistone Train Sta on. Taxi’s are available if prebooked.

At a Glance
Level Access – Car Park
Access With Steps – Main entrances, rear garden, living room and all bedrooms.
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The co age has parking directly outside the property. This parking is on a slope, which is fairly
steep when you rst enter the car park but which becomes less as you get closer to the house.
There is ample parking for 4 cars with room to manoeuvre. The co age is completely enclosed
with either stone walls or estate fencing with a large gate that opens outwards to gain access. The
co age is on a quiet country lane at the end of the lane with limited through access.

Co age Entrance
There are 3 entrances to the front of the co age, one leading into the kitchen/living space and the
other leading into the cloak room, which is most commonly used. There is a small step within the
path leading to the kitchen front and then the door threshold to step over. The cloak room
entrance has only the threshold to step over. From the cloak room you can access the games room,
downstairs WC and kitchen living area. There is a step down into the games room that is on the
right as you enter the house. The co age also has a rear entrance which takes you onto the rst
oor landing. To get to this entrance there are 8 steps to climb up.

Main entrance door

Rear entrance
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Weavers Cottage parking area

The open plan kitchen has a led oor with plenty of space. There is a dining table situated in the
middle of the kitchen and sea ng at the far end in the living space. There is space to seat 5 guests.
The kitchen has a separate u lity area o from the side which has a 2 steps up to gain access to.
The staircase to the rst oor leads o from the living area. There is a hand rail to use and stair
gate at the top and the bo om. The stair are open tread stairs.

Kitchen / Living area

First Floor
On the rst oor is the main living room with ample sea ng for up to 8 guests. On this oor is a
bedroom with en-suite. The oor on this landing is uneven in places. Another staircase leads from
this landing upstairs to the further 3 bedrooms. There is a handrail to use in the stairs and baby
gates at the top and bo om. This staircase is a wooden staircase. You can exit the co age on this
oor via a door that leads you onto the rear garden. There is the threshold to step over to do so.
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Kitchen/Living Area

Second Floor
On the second oor is 3 bedrooms. 1 ensuite and 2 that share a family bathroom. The ensuite
room has a step down form the bedroom to the ensuite.

Bedrooms
There are no ground oor bedrooms at this property. There is one on the rst oor that is a ensuite and then 3 more on the second oor. 1 has a en-suite and 2 share a bathroom. All the
bedrooms have hypoallergenic bedding. We do not use feather lled pillows or duvets. Both ensuite rooms have TVs which have sub tles.

Grounds and Garden
There are di erent levels across the co age grounds. This is due to the co age being on a hillside.
The car park is sloped but there is a fairly at front garden area which is paved with grass
surrounding it at the front of the co age. A paved path leads to the sea ng area. Steps and a slope
lead you around the side of the co age into the rear garden. There is 2 steps a slope and then 6
steps to lead you into the rear garden. The rear garden is at with a pa o area. On the pa o is a
hot tub, sea ng and outdoor hot shower. The rear garden is also secure and its boundary is stone
walled. There is a grass sec on in the rear garden which is sloped. To access this you do need to
step up on to the grass sec on.

Front of cottage

Rear of property showing hot tub

Service Dogs
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Service dogs are allowed in all parts of the house. The property is enclosed and has grass to the
front and rear of the property. The Trans Pennine Trail is located behind the co age and is on the
doorstep. This means that there is ample space to exercise them.

Children
The property is set back form the quiet lane that its located on. The co age is at the end of the
lane with limited through route. The property has a fully enclosed garden and gate at the front of
the property. Stair gates are located on all the stairs and we can provide reguards if required.
There is plenty of out door space at the property so your children have room to stretch their legs
and a games room to provide entertainment.

Entrance to Weavers Cottage
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We have informa on in large print and other upon request.

Hearing
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The TVs all have sub tles.
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